Smartcraft sc1000 wiring diagram

Mercury Smartcraft Wiring Diagrams â€” wiring diagram is a simplified within acceptable limits
pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal links in the company of the devices. A wiring
diagram usually gives opinion just about the relative slant and promise of devices and terminals
on the devices, to back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would pretend
more detail of the bodily appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation
to heighten interconnections greater than beast appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to
troubleshoot problems and to make determined that all the links have been made and that
everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams decree the approximate locations and
interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical services in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use enjoyable symbols for wiring
devices, usually swing from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not
unaided pretend where something is to be installed, but moreover what type of device is
creature installed. For example, a surface ceiling buoyant is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling light has a alternative symbol, and a surface fluorescent buoyant has other symbol. Each
type of switch has a stand-in symbol and correspondingly accomplish the various outlets.
There are symbols that work the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
agree to membership of the address to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
along with augment panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for
special facilities such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or new special services.
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Non-necessary. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of mercury outboard wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a streamlined traditional photographic depiction of an electric circuit. It reveals the
parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and also signal connections
between the devices. A wiring diagram typically gives details concerning the loved one
placement and also arrangement of tools and also terminals on the gadgets, to assist in
building or servicing the gadget. A pictorial diagram would certainly show a lot more detail of
the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to stress
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to troubleshoot
troubles as well as to make sure that all the links have actually been made as well as that
whatever exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A very first take a look at a circuit diagram might be confusing, yet if you
can read a subway map, you can check out schematics. The purpose coincides: obtaining from
factor A to point B. Literally, a circuit is the course that permits electrical power to flow. If you
know what to search for, it ll become force of habit. While in the beginning you ll just be
reviewing them, eventually you will certainly begin producing your very own. This guide will
show you a few of the typical icons that you are certain to see in your future electric
engineering job. Voltage: Determined in volts V , voltage is the stress or pressure of power. This
is typically provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains electrical power, the outlets in
your house run at V. Electrical outlets in various other countries run at a various voltage, which
is why you require a converter when taking a trip. Current: Existing is the flow of electrical
power, or more especially, the circulation of electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , and
also can only stream when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or
O , resistance defines how easily electrons can stream via a product. Materials such as gold or
copper, are called conductors, as they quickly permit flow of activity low resistance. Plastic,
wood, and also air are instances of insulators, inhibiting the movement of electrons high
resistance. DC Straight Existing. DC is a constant circulation of existing in one direction. DC

could stream not simply through conductors, yet semi-conductors, insulators, and also also a
vacuum. Air Conditioner Alternating Present. In Air Conditioner, the circulation of present
periodically rotates in between two directions, typically developing a sine wave. The regularity
of Air Conditioning is measured in Hertz Hz , and is typically 60 Hz for electrical energy in
household as well as organisation purposes. Now s the fun stuff. Completing an electrical
design degree and after that getting a work in the field indicates you will certainly see a whole
lot a great deal a great deal of these schematics. It s essential to comprehend precisely just
what is going on with these. While they can and will obtain very complex, these are just a few of
the common graphics to obtain your footing on. Whenever you identify your details field of
electric engineering, you may see a lot more intricate representations and also icons. You ll find
out likewise that various countries utilize different symbols. As part of the deal, my dealer
added SmartCraft gauges since the motor had the functionality. Can I re-mount the original
gauges along side the SmartCraft gauges? Is the harness a straight swap from analog to
digital? Are there addition connectors in the harness for each setup? I would rather not splice if
there were additional connectors, assuming a splice would even be applicable. As part of my
sale the dealer removed the factory equipped analog gauges and installed the Smart Craft
Gauge Pack and gave me the original panel with the analog gauges. I don't want to know who
sold them to you, I want to know what they measure. As I have said the boat came with OEM
analog gauges. The dealer removed those and installed the Smart Craft Gauges. The main
engine harness is the same harness that was rigged for the original Mercury , no Smartcraft.
You need to look at the main wiring harness. Look at the back of the key switch, and follow the
harness down a foot or so. Look for a black rubber electrical connector, 3 pin. There should be
a purple, tan and black wire going to it pretty sure. That is the connection for the conventional
gauges. You can buy a plug in pig tail from your Mercury dealer to wire the gauges from the
harness. On my boat there is a separate harness from the engine to the Smartcraft SC, it is not
part of the main engine wiring harness. I am going to follow up on that. Stay tuned I may need
some more input if you don't mind. I like the look of analog but need the functionality of the troll
mode. Also some of the additional data the Smart Craft Gauges provide are nice to have at your
finger tips. It does not have other sender feeds or connections. If you are not going to install the
conventional tach, you can use the black and purple 12 volt feeds to power the gauges. Just
tape up the tach sender wire good so it does not make contact with anything. Fuel gauge will
require a connection to the mechanical sender on the tank, in addition to a 12 volt source. Other
gauges may require a signal from a remote sender to display the data- I'm not familiar with the
location of those wires on the harness. I do have a Mercury manual at home, I could certainly
look at the harness diagram for the wire colors. Just need to know which gauges you will be
installing- trim, temp, water pressure, etc. Let us know how it works out. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New
media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members
Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts.
Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
Rotorfixer Start date Aug 10, Status Not open for further replies. Prev 1 â€¦ Go to page. First
Prev 13 of 16 Go to page. Rotorfixer Petty Officer 2nd Class. Joined Aug 10, Messages I've been
searching for answers for weeks, printing diagrams, writing down part numbers, reading post
and starting over again. My goal is to use the smartcraft feature on my Navman combo unit. I
know it's old but it would be the cheapest way gain motor information including troll control. I
have 2 opti's and finally yesterday I found a harness on the engine that has a PN of A2 and says
"smartcraft". It only has 6 pins though. Is this the plug to plug in PNT25? Thanks, David.
Hello,this is my first message,i live in italy,so sorry for my bad english. My first question is: I
have a boat with mercruiser mag smartcraft,but i have all instruments analog,if i understand,for
install the system monitor,i must buy harness smartcraft blu cable and connect one terminal to
the engine and the other directly to system monitor,and no change the analog links. In this way
on the system monitor i have all function:fuel ,temperature pressure ecc.. Second question, if i
buy the gauges faria mg,then i have to buy a junction box and connect the tach. Thank you
Salvatore. Coldwave Cadet. Joined Dec 14, Messages 6. My outboard is a 60hp efi. The harness
comes with a 6 pin connector but I can't find the place where I have to plug it into the engine.
Close to the connection for the can bus on the frontside is another connector with 4 wires
which looks exactly like the one of the paddle wheel from the harness, but I can't locate
anywhere a unused 6 pin connector to integrate the harness. Regards from Berlin Andr? After
that i read the 3d with more attention, i have understand better the connection smartcraft i hope.
But i have some doubt. If i want connect directly the engine to monitor system,than i can to buy

the harness t20,this is blue cable that has two terminator,one final i connect to engine 10 pin
and 4 pin and another to system monitor If instead i want use the junction box for future
connections i must buy the harness that has one resistor and than use a resistor yellow on the
side of the junction box ,or i can use the cable with two resistor t20?? And in this case i must
use the yellows terminator on the j. Another questions: If i connect a blue cable with connector
to 10 pin and connector to 4 pin ,i ended the wiring or i must connect the connect cable fuel
ecc.. A last question: Anyone know the code of the harness that connect system monitor to
junction box?? Regards Salvatore. View attachment Firstly, I have learned a great deal through
this thread. It has a wealth of information and thanks to all for taking the time and effort,
especially the OP. Secondly, I feel stupid. I upgraded from 99 opti's to 05 opti's. I wanted to go
the smartcraft route so I purchased two SC tachs, a fuel gauge, and two temp gauges. I have run
the harnesses for the tachs with the dual resistor ends as I will not be running through junction
boxes and I can do without certain functions this method will limit me to. My issue is with the
paddle wheel, fuel and oil harness. I called Mercury Service and I was provided with two
harnesses I would need. The latter is an adapter because my motors are 05's and not newer. I
am not using the paddle wheel or the oil tank level. I cannot find where to connect the stinkin
plug for the fuel. It supposed to be just under the starter but I cannot find it for the life of me.
Here are some pics. View attachment View attachment It is a four pin square connector. Or
maybe as my wife says, I am just stupid. Either way, any help would be most appreciated. Hello,
I also got a small problem with rigging up my smartcraft stuff. Joined Mar 21, Messages On the
fuel paddle wheel harness there are a total of four connections from what I gather. Square four
pin to engine harness for fuel. Flat four pin to paddle wheel and two loose wire connector to oil
tank. The other two at the far end of the harness go to fuel sender. The connection which is left
at my engine is a flat one with four cables in one row. The one I got at the engine looks exactly
the same as the one from the harness which connects to the paddle wheel. Both of them are the
"female" version of the connector. Tomorrow I will make some pictures and load them up here
maybe it makes it easier to find the solution I also have a flat 4 pin connector, up higher than the
smartcraft connector but the the I needed 6 pin is right near the smartcraft connector. Please
post a picture of what you have. Please excuse the bad quality of them but related to extrem bad
weather with snow over here I didn't wanted to remove the cover more than neccassary
Regards Andr? The connector at the outboard: A picture from the side: The connector at the
harness: Regards Andr? The connection on the motor is 6 pin and the connection on the
harness is 4 pin. I am going to see if I find an adapter. I wasn't aware of a 4 pin harness though.
Henyrj what size is you engine? If there exists a adapter it would be great, but I doubt it,
because even when the connector fits there would be still 6 cables in the one and 4 cable in the
other harness arriving Joined Mar 8, Messages 4. I don't understand well: My engine is ,i use the
analog gauge and the monitor system. I connected it with one cable one resistor to engine
engine-junction box,and a cable junction box-system monitor ,i have attached to j. I cheked that
monitor system function,but because the boat is in dry i'm not sure that its function very well. I
ask you if with this configuration on the monitor system i read oil pressure,water temperaute of
the engine and the fuel flow. Or I have to do something else?? Hi Rotorfixer,and thank you for
your reply. I beliewe that its not compatible,but i wanted to be sure. Best regards and
compliment for the 3d. Best Regards Salvatore. Hello Rotorfixer,thank you,you have reassured
me The wire harness architectural diagrams presented in this manual represent a commonly
practiced installation application. Log in Wishlist 0 Shopping cart 0. The newest part number is
8M -click here- to see the newest superceded part Please note the new superceded part is a
functional replacement and may look differant from the original part. Manufacturer: Mercury
Marine. Manufacturer part number: 8M Weight: 1. Sections 2A covers the basic introduction to a
SmartCraft networkâ€”the structure, rules, benefits, and compatibility of SmartCraft.
Architectural drawings and wiring pinouts are included in this section. Section 3C explains the
different types of SmartCraft harnesses. Sections 4C and 4D cover the sensors and devices that
are integrated into SmartCraft network. Section 4E lists the specifications and compatibility of
the vessel control features. Section 5 shows the colored electrical wiring diagrams for
SmartCraft gauges and displays. Overview Contact Us. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Please check our current stock level and order below. Use the Contact Us form at the
bottom of the page for any questions. Customer service. My account. Follow us. Subscribe
Unsubscribe. All rights reserved. Powered by Bam Marine. Forums New posts Search forums.
What's new New posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New media New
comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current
visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or

other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
Rotorfixer Start date Aug 10, Status Not open for further replies. Rotorfixer Petty Officer 2nd
Class. Joined Aug 10, Messages I was like many of you I can tell by all of the questions floating
around on these forums , wanting to install a smartcraft system in my boat, but found there is
little accurate info out there If you have any questions, please post it on this forum, not by PM I
took the leap, taught myself a lot and would like to share with you guys how to do it. I can help
you with part numbers, harnesses, connectors etc. First was the completely unknown
connector in the engine, this was easly found once I knew that there had to be a terminator
resistor on it, so you look for a connector that ends near the front righthand side that has a
yellow cap that reads "terminator" keep it, you will need it. If you do not buy or connect this
harness, you will not have paddle wheel input troll control, or slow speed speedo or remote oil
or water or waste tank level, or more importantly fuel level. I will create a new post " how to
disassemble a smartcraft cable connector " to deal with this as lots of pictures will help remove
the cable ends if necessary and run the cables, avoiding anywhere that might chafe and wear
through the cable. This is a list of parts I used to build my system, took lots of reasearch as my
dealer, like most, wasn't very knowledgable. I thought I wanted a junction box at the back of the
boat because I thought the fuel oil paddle wheel harness connected to it, now that I know it
doesn't, I am not sure what use it might be, but is there for when I figure that out, suppose I
could put a system monitor back there for when I am working on the engine You will also need
to plug all open connectors on junction boxes with weather caps, the amount that come in the
kits should suffice. Last edited: Jun 11, Joined Mar 26, Messages I'm getting ready to install a
smartcraft system into my Sea Ray The engines are 8. I purchased a SystemView Racing SC kit
on ebay and am now wondering what other connectors I'm going to need to complete the
installation. I'm guessing I'll need the data cables with one end terminated each, plus dust caps
etc. My boat is twin engine with twin fuel tanks. Do I connect the port tank to the port engine
and the starboard tank to the starboard engine via 2 boat harness wires, or can both tanks be
connected to one engine? First you need to know what came in the kit, I believe that it wass just
the monitor, 1 harness for the monitor and an air temp probe. If that is the case you will need
two short harnesses from each engine T6 to go to a junction box at the back of the boat T14 4
way box then a main harness T25? If you will need dust caps you can just order one of the boxs
as a kit pn K14 and it will come with two weather caps. You can connect the fuel oil and paddle
wheel harness to just one engine then have it connected to the two fuel tanks starboard I think
but if you want to have waste or water tank levels you can allways add a harness to the other
engine. You will most likely need to have the ECMs reprogrammed to port and starboard before
the system will work. I also remember reading on twin engines you will need to cut and cap the
power wires in the smartcraft harrness coming from one of the engines port? You should look
at my thread about disassembling the connectors on the harnesses for routing, might be usefull
to you "how to disassemble a smartcraft connector" I think. Good luck, let me know if you have
any other questions. I've been googling for days and can't find any detail anywhere on
smartcraft installation. What manual are you using and where can I get one? You wouldn't
happen to have a part number for the boat harness fuel and paddle wheel that will support two
fuel tanks? Is it T03? All my gauges are analog. Installing the system view system won't affect
any of the legacy components, will it? And yes, please let me know about the cutting and
capping procedure for the dual engine install. There is no "manual" except I heard there is
smartcraft stuff in the engine sevice manual which I don't have yes that is the harness you need
for fuel level, the harness has two "quantitiy" leads, you can use the tank 2 for what ever you
want, I will be adding an injection oil resevoir to my boat, and it will connect to that too as an
example Do you have a fresh or waste water tank??? I will get you the info you need on caping
the harness. Your older instruments will work just fine, and I highly recommend talking to
"tommy habana" on ebay, its a store, thats where I got everything, he will get you whatever you
want thats merc all harnesses etc are merc. Hi, I was reading your thread on iboats, and I am
confused on where the main engine harness connects to. By this, I am reffering to the big round
plug, right above where the two other harnesses hook onto the engine. If you look at this pic, its
the plug that is a couple inches above your finger. Does that connect to anything now? Also, is
the oil, paddle, fuel and wheel harness all one cable that connects to all of those components?
Lastly, the cable that you are directy pointing too in the picture above; I'm assuming that that is
the cable that is leaving the engine and going to the junction box, correct? I look forward to
hearing your answer. It is tough finding information on this on the internet. Thanks Edward Hi
Edward, It might not be a bad idea to post these questions in the forums, then other people can
benefit from your questions. I think the easiest way to answer your question would be to say
that any smartcraft installation on on a non DTS digital shift and throttle is purely supplemental,
you can have both full analog and full digital at the same time. I have just capped off the wiring

for all of the analog instruments, and the are just sitting behind my dash incase I want to install
them in the future. I purchased the service and parts manuals and have not seen the word
"smartcraft" on a single page yet. Joined Sep 23, Messages 9. I was hoping that you could help
me with another problem I am having. Let me explain my situtation. I had a Optimax on my boat,
but now I bought a , and its a compltetely different. I was wondering if your system has these
cables. If they do, I can hopefully reuse some of it. Here is a picture of the cable that connects to
the Wheel and water temp sensor. Is it the same as yours? It looks like the wires may have neen
spliced in your harness??? If thats the case you may want to think about replacing it. They
seem like they might be an old style, I know the new ones are blue. I was worried that being a it
may not have been compatible, but I checked, all and newer merc's are compatible, though it
looks like you had a main connector to your engine "the one in your hand", 6 pin then a little
pigtail comes out around 6" on the boat side of the connector for the fuel oil and paddle
wheel?? Is that what I am seeing?? Also I noticed that the wire colors don't match, thats odd
Are you SURE your old opti was a and not a ???? I don't want to sound rude with the question,
but it might prevent you from chasing your tail Last edited: Sep 25, I would say not the
starboard engine. Hope this helps. Female plug A1 Male plug A1 Peter. I have now subscribed to
this thread so I will be immediatly informed by email when you post and will try to respond
within 12 hrs if not immediatly. I'm having trouble locating the CAN Bus power connector so I
can disconnect power from one of the two engines. With dual CAN power connected, both
engines will run with either the port or starboard ignition switch turned on. I'm also having a
tough time locating the fuel oil and paddlewheel harness connector. I've searched all over these
engines with no luck. I've installed all my wiring and the main smartcraft wiring and monitor.
Wonderful to talk again. Your initial help was excellent and basic installation went without a
hitch. The monitor works great and gives me all engine parameters as advertised. I've traced out
the entire engine harness from front to rear and even pulled back the wire loom in several
places looking for the correct color codes Please do walk me through the pin disconnect
procedure for the port engine power. A wiring diagram or schematic for the 8. Thegodown, Each
entire CAN bus can only be powered by one engine on multiple engine boats. Titanium Cadet.
Joined Mar 8, Messages 7. I assume there is no reason that I could not add SmaratCraft gauges
to this boat, and keep the old analog gauges also? And can I add DTS shifting to this boat? I
assume I would merely replace the existing shifter with DTS shifting and add the appropriate
Can network wiring from the shifter back to the engine? Thanks for any help! April 10, First of
all yes, you can have analog instruments in conjunction with smartcraft instruments. Hopefully
someone could chime in if they know for sure. I hope this information helps you. Last edited:
Apr 10, I have mercury optimax 90 I have got only one cable from gauge to the junction box. But
i dont have the junction box. What do i need to buy, o maybe there is one cable connecting
engine to the gauge. Thank you for you patience Hello, It appears as though you have two
options, the first is known, the second I just learned by doing some research. This is new to me!
You can connect horn and system link gauges only: T20 the 20 is the length again, you can also
get 25 or 30ft cable from the engine to your system tach, two resistors. Let me know if I can help
you further Peter. Joined Apr 8, Messages 2. Hello, First of all yes, you can have analog
instruments in conjunction with smartcraft instruments. Marine engine technology has evolved.
Mercury Marine continues to expand its outboard and marine engine technology. The
outstanding warranty coverage on Mercury engines also extends to the controls and rigging
components on your boat. If your builder or dealer uses genuine Mercury gauges and controls
when installing the new engine on your boat, the warranty coverage for those rigging
components now matches the total warranty of your engine. Mercury's patented Joystick
Piloting System delivers degree directional control. The Skyhook Digital Anchoring System
holds your boat in a fixed position regardless of wind or current. Active Trim is the only
auto-trimming program that uses GPS and speed. Gauges, sensors, vessel systems,
computer-controlled features â€” one total package, one high level of control. Make your
boating experience easier, safer, and a lot more enjoyable. The premier engine information
display. The affordable, reliable, high-value digital vessel monitoring system. The epitome of
smooth, precise shifting and lightning-fast throttle response. No cables. No hesitation. A broad
range of styles, colors and shapes, as well as analog and digital versions. Classic simplicity.
Displays that typically have a pointer and scale to indicate a specific measurement such as
speed, rpm, trim, or fuel level. Connected by wires that carry signals from the engine. The idea?
Total integration of all critical data and information. Speed, fuel, depth, rpms - everything. All
accurately and clearly displayed - including advanced, multi-function, touch-screen LCD
displays. Getting past a Mercury engineer is no easy task. On-water testing. Race testing. Often
up to 1, total hours before the control or gauge is fully certified by Mercury engineering. You
want the right engines on your boat â€” and the right controls as well. Choose from a full range

of multi-engine control packages. With panel, flush-mount, console, binnacle, or top-mount
installations. You're in control of the boat. Takes the guesswork out of pulling skiers, tubers,
and wake boarders. Plug it into the system once, enjoy a perfect launch speed every time.
Docking is no longer nerve-racking. Instant response, total control. No hesitation, no
comparison. No cables either. Please consider upgrading to a more up-to-date browser. The
most popular browsers are Chrome , Edge ,
pioneer stereo wiring diagrams
1998 isuzu rodeo radio wiring diagram
y plan wiring diagram honeywell
and Safari. Upgrading to the latest version of one of these will make the web safer, faster, and
better looking. This website uses cookies to enhance and improve your browsing experience.
By closing this message, I acknowledge and accept the Terms of Use, the Privacy Policy and
the Cookie Policy, and agree that my information may be transferred to the U. Sign Up. You're
fully covered. Whether you choose digital or analog, you've chosen the best. A gauge for every
boat and boater. Controls and gauges that have to face the ultimate test. Mercury engineers. At
your fingertips, and your command. Joystick Piloting. SC Speedometer. Moving Propeller Alert.
Matched to your boat. Your helm. Your life on the water. Controlling the controls. Axius Joystick
Piloting for Sterndrives. Sign up to receive the latest tips, promotions and news from Mercury.
Sign Up For Email Enter your email address to receive the latest tips, promotions and news
from Mercury. Continue without updating not recommended.

